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World Patent Marketing Invention Team Introduces The Motorcycle
Sunscreen, An Automotive Invention That Offers Sun Protection To
Motorcycle RIders

World Patent Marketing Reviews A New Automotive Invention. Will Motorcycle Sunscreen Be
the Next World Patent Marketing Low Cost Success Story?

New York, NY (PRWEB) June 07, 2016 -- World Patent Marketing, a vertically integrated manufacturer and
engineer of patented products, announces the Motorcycle Sunscreen, an automotive invention that helps protect
added protection for motorcycle riders.

"The Motorcycle, Bike & Parts Manufacturing is a $6 billion industry," says Scott Cooper, CEO and Creative
Director of World Patent Marketing. "The market has shifted from baby boomers to the younger generation.
The future is looking up for this industry."

“Motorcycles are becoming an increasingly vehicle of choice to be able to wade through traffic and get to one’s
destination on time,” says Jerry Shapiro, Director of Manufacturing and World Patent Marketing Inventions.
“However, this leaves people exposed to the outdoor elements at all times, which can be uncomfortable and a
potential safety risk. The Motorcycle Sunscreen is an automotive invention that helps protect motorcycle riders
while providing other useful features while on the road.”

The Motorcycle Sunscreen is an automotive invention specially designed to add protection and safety features
for motorcycle riders. It features an easy and convenient installation and detachment process for utter
convenience. This invention provides shade and protection against the heat of the sun or the rain. But what is
truly amazing about the Motorcycle Sunscreen is that it provides ample protection against the impact of Wind.
Being out in the open while driving a motorcycle exposes a person to the wind. With this device, motorcycles
are shielded from the effects of the wind’s impact, thus providing added safety.

“The Motorcycle Sunscreen offers added safety and comfort features to those who drive motorcycles,” says
inventor Sonny F. “This automotive invention is easy to attach to a motorcycle and provides instant comfort
and protection against various outdoor conditions. Motorcycle riders can now enjoy a cool ride without
worrying about being exposed while out in the open road.”

Mark Curtis, a mechanic and motorcycle owner from Houston, TX, has this to say about the Motorcycle
Sunscreen: “Being on a motorcycle while driving on open road is absolutely thrilling. However, during bad
weather conditions, this type of transportation can be quite dangerous to take. With the creation of the
Motorcycle Sunscreen, I can drive my motorcycle whenever and wherever I want without worrying about being
exposed to the elements.”

The Motorcycle Sunscreen is an automotive invention that will help motorcycle riders gain protection against
the outdoor elements while enjoying a relaxing and easy drive.

ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and
entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
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Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.

As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing
our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the
market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows
every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing
business.

World Patent Marketing Reviews enjoy an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and five star ratings from
consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings,
Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and
Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Visit the worldpatentmarketing.com website and find out how to patent an invention. Contact us at (888) 926-
8174.
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Contact Information
Bill Flanagan
World Patent Marketing
+1 6465643919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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